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Abstract

This report presents SIMUUN, a block-based simulation environment, which has been de-

veloped on top of Matlab/SimulinkTM , in order to facilitate research into various aspects of

undulatory locomotion in biology and robotics, including assessing the effect of different body

configurations on gait generation. Simulations of snake-like mechanisms are set up in this

environment by connecting customisable SIMUUN body segment modules via appropriate

joint blocks, which are activated either by explicit or by neuromuscular joint control mod-

ules, to propagate a travelling wave along the mechanism. Several force models are included

in SIMUUN to characterise the interaction with the locomotion environment, and emulate

crawling, walking and swimming. The simulation tools developed were used to study an-

guilliform swimming in robotics and in biology. Related simulation results are presented to

illustrate the versatility of these tools and the potential of their use in a variety of domains.

Keywords: Biomechanical modelling, undulatory locomotion, robotics, biology, Anguilla

anguilla eel.

1. Introduction

The development of undulatory robotic locomotors, namely serially connected, multilink ar-

ticulated robots, propelling themselves by body shape undulations, has attracted significant

interest in view of emerging applications related to site inspection, search-and-rescue missions,

mine clearance, and even endoscopy or planetary exploration. Advantages associated with
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undulatory robots include terrain adaptability, modularity and redundancy, as well as their

potential for use as combined locomotors and end-effectors. Although most of the existing such

robots utilize passive wheels to realize serpentine locomotion (see [1], [2], [3] and references

therein), prototypes which crawl on their underside, and do not rely on wheels (e.g. [4], [5],

and [6] ), as well as undulatory swimming robots (e.g. [7] and [8]) have also been developed.

Inspiration is provided by biological organisms, since locomotion by transversal whole-body

waves is widespread among elongated, narrow animals. It is primarily an aquatic trait (termed

anguilliform swimming), employed by animals ranging in size from larvae and marine annelids

to sea snakes and eels, but is also utilized in a terrestrial environment by snakes and lizards,

while also being common among amphibians (e.g. salamanders and axolotls).

An undulating body (biological or robotic) can achieve locomotion through appropriate

coupling of internal shape changes (typically a wave travelling along the body) to external

motion constrains (typically frictional forces arising from the interaction with the locomotion

environment). The effect of both these aspects needs to be considered when analysing undu-

latory locomotion, in order to, for example, design efficient such robotic prototypes. The large

number of parameters involved in this process (e.g. number and size of body links, travelling

wave properties, characteristics of the interaction with the environment, etc.) is increased

even further when more complex architectures (e.g. parapodial appendages, neuromorphic

control schemes, sensor-based reactive behaviours, etc.) are considered, thus highlighting the

need for powerful and versatile software design tools. In this context, SIMUUN, a simula-

tion environment based on Matlab/SimulinkTM [9], has been developed, in order to facilitate

research into various aspects of undulatory robotic locomotion, which include assessing the

effect of different body configurations, modelling the interaction with the environment, and

applying neuromorphic control schemes. At the core of this development is the SimMechanics

physical modelling toolbox of Simulink, used to create libraries containing integrated “body

segment” modules, which are serially connected to simulate the mechanics of planar articu-

lated robots. The developed set of tools has already facilitated the design, simulation and

analysis of the polychaete-like undulatory robotic prototype presented in [6]. Since SIMUUN

is versatile, expandable and relatively straightforward to work with, it can have additional uses

in computational neuroethology [10], or as a predictive tool in biological studies of undulatory

locomotion [11].

Section 2 of the report introduces the main components of SIMUUN. Sections 3 and 4 detail

their use, in the context of undulatory swimming, and present issues, related to body wave

generation, force modelling, and performance analysis. Additional example applications are

then provided, involving the use of SIMUUN to develop a sensor-based undulatory centering

behaviour (section 5) and to replicate biological data on eel swimming (section 6). This last

application demonstrates the potential of SIMUUN as a tool for data analysis and experiment

design in biological studies.

2. The Simulation Environment

SIMUUN has been created on top of the Simulink substrate, to take advantage of its modular,

block-based architecture and of the numerous related software tools, for building and integrat-
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ing the main components involved in simulating an undulatory locomotor. These components

(shown in Fig. 1a) are: (i) the body mechanical model, (ii) the body shape control model,

and (iii) the force model of the body’s interaction with the environment. A distance sensing

module, coupled to a model of the locomotion environment layout, have also been created, to

facilitate the study of sensor-based, closed-loop control schemes.

SimMechanics

ENVIRONMENT
FORCE MODEL

BODY MECHANICAL MODEL

Simulink

BODY SHAPE
CONTROL

 Joint Control 

LOCOMOTION ENVIRONMENT
LAYOUT & SENSING MODULE Sensor Data 

 L O C HICS−FO

(a) (b)

Figure 1: (a) Main components of the simulation environment. (b) Still frame from an animation,
created with the results of a simulation of polychaete annelid locomotion.

Development is within Simulink’s graphical interface, using simple and intuitive manipula-

tions of the undulatory component modules to construct the desired configurations. Setting up

a basic simulation of an undulatory mechanism within SIMUUN involves the following steps:

The mechanical model of the body is initially created, by serially connecting “body segment

modules”, using simple drag-and-drop operations. In a similar fashion, the appropriate “body

shape control module” is inserted in the model and linked to the mechanical model subsystem,

to provide the joint actuation signals for the undulatory mechanism. The environment force

model to be used, along with miscellaneous other parameters of the simulation (e.g. its time

range), are set in a Matlab script file. For simulations involving sensor-based control schemes,

additional “sensing blocks”, coupled to Matlab script files describing the layout of 2D wall-like

features in the locomotion environment, may be incorporated in the Simulink model. During

the simulation, a number of variables (link positions, joint velocities, applied forces etc.) is

being recorded, to allow the user a thorough analysis of the results. A number of peripheral

Matlab scripts facilitate tasks such as batch-run simulations and animation of results (an ex-

ample is shown in Fig. 1b). By default, the ode45 variable step continuous solver is employed

to carry out the numerical integration of the deployed models, although any of the available

Simulink solvers [9] can be used, if required.

The SIMUUN library blocks have been created using standard Simulink/SimMechanics

blocks and, although they are generic enough, even their internal structure can be easily

modified by the user, and tailored to the requirements of particular applications, should such

a need arise. Furthermore, all the available Matlab/Simulink add-ons (toolboxes, coding

options, etc.) can be used within this framework to implement additional features. Simulation

runs with multiple undulatory mechanisms, e.g. for developing cooperative behaviours, are

also readily supported in SIMUUN.
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2.1 Mechanical Modelling of the Body

The body mechanics are modelled using the SimMechanics toolbox in Simulink. SimMechanics

simulates rigid body motions, forces and torques, employing the available numerical solvers

to integrate the equations of motion. These are automatically formed by SimMechanics, after

the user has set up the block diagram of the simulated mechanism, without requiring an

analytical model of the system. In order to simulate multi-segment undulatory mechanisms,

a “body segments library” (BSL, for short) has been developed, which contains integrated 2D

segment modules, with individual settings for their mass, shape (cylindrical or rectangular) and

dimensions. The library is shown in Fig. 2, while the internal structure of the body segments

is illustrated in Fig. 3. Each BSL module incorporates the main body link (block a in Fig. 3)

with a planar revolute joint (Fig. 3-b), through which segments are connected together to form

serial chains (Fig. 4). Two variants of the body segment modules are provided, differentiated

by whether the motion of the revolute joints is provided in terms of prescribed joint angle

variations, or by joint torque signals (see section 3.2). In both cases, this is achieved via special

“joint actuation” SimMechanics blocks (Fig. 3-c), driven by the appropriate shape control

module. Of particular interest is the simulation of the locomotion of segmented worms of the

polychaete annelid class [6]. For this purpose, additional BSL modules have been created,

which are equipped with twin “parapodial” appendages (Fig. 3-f, visible in Fig. 1b), placed

at opposing sides along the body link, and connected to it via active revolute joints. Special

SimMechanics “body sensor” blocks (Fig. 3-e), provide direct access to the link positions,

velocities and applied forces, and to the joint torques and angles, during the simulation.

Apart from data logging, this information is used to implement the distance sensor modules,

presented in section 2.4.
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Figure 2: The body segments library (BSL) of the simulation environment.

This modular, library-based scheme allows for different body configurations to be set up

easily and with minimal troubleshooting, using simple drag-and-drop operations. Mechanisms

containing an arbitrary number of segments, each with different properties (even mixing plain

and parapodia-bearing blocks), can be created very quickly, in order to evaluate their perfor-

mance.
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2.2 Modelling the Interaction with the Environment

Locomotion of an undulating body results from the coupling of its internal shape changes to

external motion constraints. These constraints are usually due to external (frictional) forces,

resisting the motion of the links and applied through the interaction with the locomotion

environment. Two different force models, developed to approximate the characteristics of

this interaction for both the aquatic and terrestrial locomotion, have been incorporated in

SIMUUN. Both models are resistive, i.e. the force on a body segment depends on its velocity

(rather than acceleration), and they involve decoupled force components in the normal and

tangential direction of motion. A fluid drag model (detailed in section 3.1) is used to emulate

swimming, while for crawling a more generic friction model has been developed. The latter

combines stiction (static friction), Coulomb and viscous damping, as well as the Stribeck effect

[12], and anisotropic characteristics, in an effort to allow coverage of the wider range of tri-

bological phenomena encountered in different terrestrial substrates. The blocks implementing

the selected force model are embedded in the structure of the body segment modules (Fig. 3-d)

and they utilize special “body force” SimMechanics blocks to apply the external forces. The

link velocities, necessary for implementing the resistive force models, are obtained directly

from the “body sensor” blocks described in the previous section.

2.3 Modelling Body Shape Control

Fundamental to all undulatory locomotion schemes (both biological and robotic) is the propa-

gation of a travelling wave along the locomoting body. In SIMUUN, the “shape control library”

(SCL, for short) comprises a number of modules, built with standard Simulink blocks, which

implement different methods to generate the travelling wave, by controlling the joints in the

body’s mechanical model. Two of these methods (explicit joint actuation and neuromuscular

actuation) are presented in more detail, within the context of elongated body swimming, in

section 3.2. For simulations involving undulatory mechanisms with parapodial appendages,
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the respective body shape control modules also provide the control signals for the parapodial

joints. The SCL modules are also used for implementing sensor-based, closed-loop controllers,

as it is demonstrated in section 5.

2.4 Locomotion Environment Model and Sensing Module

The current version of SIMUUN includes modules which emulate distance sensing elements,

and implement simple 2D models of the world that the mechanism is presumed to be operating

in, typically a maze-like environment. The latter is defined in terms of (consecutive) line seg-

ments, by providing their 2D position coordinates in a Matlab script file. The sensor modules

then operate by calculating the distance of the geometric centers of all the mechanism’s link

(whose coordinates are readily available from the “body sensor” SimMechanics blocks) from

these line segments. The developed modules assume pairs of distance sensors, mounted on

each link center, and aiming at user-defined symmetric angles with respect to the main axis

of the link. Each link may be endowed with more than one sensor pairs, to realize the full

sensing array considered for different configurations of the undulatory mechanism (an example

is shown in Fig. 13). Variations of the sensing subsystem to consider the effect of noise in the

distance measurements, or to implement simpler whisker-like sensing elements have also been

developed. An example application utilizing the sensing blocks is described in section 5. Ad-

ditional sensory modalities and locomotion environments are easy to incirporate in SIMUUN,

based on the flexibility of Matlab/Simulink, and will be included in future versions of the

simulation environment.

3. Setting up Simulations of Elongated-Body

Swimming

By appropriate choice of the various options available for the simulator components (e.g. num-

ber and dimensions of body segments, travelling wave formulation, and force model used),

different configurations for the undulatory mechanism, relating to a varying degree to biolog-

ical analogues, can be studied. A primary motivation behind such efforts is the abstraction

of biological locomotion features, in order to apply them to robotic designs [6]. Alternatively,

models which incorporate detailed shape and kinematic data of animals, could be used as

predictive tools for understanding their control and dynamics. An example of such an ap-

plication is provided here, with SIMUUN being used to set up simulations capturing the key

aspects of anguilliform swimming. The analysis, which also highlights details and usage of the

various components of the simulation environment, is based on a basic undulatory mechanism,

built using BSL modules (Fig. 4), and comprising N = 7 identical links, each with a mass m

uniformly distributed across its length l.

3.1 Fluid Drag Model

Details of the fluid drag model, which is integrated in the body segment modules of SIMUUN,

and is used to simulate the interaction of undulatory mechanisms with the aquatic environ-
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Figure 4: Mechanical model of the undulatory mechanism, constructed by serially connecting seven
body segment modules.

ment, are provided here. The model is a first approximation of the hydrodynamics invloved,

under the following assumptions: (i) the Reynolds number is high enough for inertial forces to

dominate over viscous effects (roughly for 400 < Re < 4 · 105), (ii) the fluid is stationary, so
that the force of the fluid on a single link is due only to the motion of that link, and (iii) the

pressure differentials (responsible for generating the drag forces resisting the link’s motion) are

considered independently for the tangential and normal directions. Then, the two components

of the force applied to the ith link are respectively obtained as:

F i
T = −λT sgn(viT ) · (viT )2

and F i
N = −λN sgn(viN) · (viN)

2
(1)

where viT and viN are the tangential and normal components of the velocity of the ith link.

The drag coefficients associated with each force component are denoted as λT and λN . Their

value can be estimated as:

λ =
1

2
ρCS (2)

where S is the effective area of the link, ρ is the fluid density and C is a shape coefficient. The

notion of decoupled forces in the normal and tangential direction of link motion can be traced

to Taylor’s resistive analysis of elongated animal swimming [13], and is considerably simpler

to calculate and integrate with the body dynamics than any model which requires solving the

Navier-Stokes equations. It has therefore been used quite extensively in the literature (e.g. [8],

[14] and [10]), despite ignoring secondary effects of water movement. Since the assumptions

of this model restrict its scope to the inviscous swimming of elongated animals, it cannot be

applied to the undulatory swimming of microorganisms (e.g. nematodes and flagella), nor to

the more sophisticated swimming modes encountered in fish [15].

The ratio λN/λT of the drag coefficients in (1) is a key parameter in undulatory locomotion.

The elongated body of anguilliform swimming animals (e.g. eels) is smooth and of elliptical

cross-section, so that λT << λN (Lighthill [16] estimates λN/λT ' 10 for a swimming grass-
snake). The overall locomotion direction is then opposite to that of the wave direction, and

therefore, forward propulsion is achieved by body waves propagating from head to tail; more-

over, smooth elongated animals can swim backwards by reversing the propulsive wave [17].

If the animal body is not smooth, the propulsive component of the tangential force may be

greater than that of the normal force (corresponding to λN/λT < 1), and locomotion is along
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the direction of wave propagation. Forward motion would then be achieved by a tail-to-head

wave. This is indeed the case for the locomotion of polychaete, whose body affords a sig-

nificant amount of roughness, mainly due to the laterally projecting appendages (parapodia)

distributed along their body [18]. Henceforth, we will use the terms smooth-body configu-

ration and rough-body configuration, to distinguish between these two modes of undulatory

locomotion.

3.2 Shape Control of the Body

Two methods for generating a travelling body wave to obtain undulatory locomotion in the

simulated mechanical models are presented in this section. The first method is based on the

assumption of direct control of the mechanism’s joint angles, while the second one is a neural

control scheme, where the control inputs are the joint torques. Both approaches have been

implemented as SCL modules in SIMUUN, and can be used in closed-loop configurations.

3.2.1 Explicit Joint Angle Control

The most straightforward way to explicitly generate a travelling wave in a serial chain of N

links is by having the joint angles vary sinusoidally, with a common frequency f and a constant

phase lag φlag between consecutive joints:

φi(t) = Ai sin(2πft+ iφlag)− ψ, i = 1, ..., (N − 1) (3)

where Ai is the maximum angular deflection for the ith joint (usually Ai = A is assumed).

The angular offset ψ provides a means for steering along curved paths, and is set to ψ = 0

for locomotion in a straight line. The propagation direction for the wave depends on the

sign of the phase lag parameter, and is from link-N to link-1 for φlag > 0. The condition

φlag = ±2π/N yields (exactly) one wavelength of the propulsive wave across the undulating

body, with beneficial effects on the propulsive efficiency. For links of identical length, the

formulation of (3) produces a sinusoidal body shape, which is shown in Fig. 5 for the seven-

link mechanism. The propagation velocity of the wave is calculated as V = fw, where w is

the resulting wavelength.

Closed-loop control schemes utilising (3) may also be set up, whereby the parameters A

and f are used to alter the speed of locomotion, while changes in ψ impose orientation changes.

Appropriate such SCL modules have been created, which receive input by “controller” blocks,

typically developed by the user for implementing e.g. sensor-based reactive behaviours.

3.2.2 Neural Control

A biologically-motivated body shape control method is based on central pattern generators

(CPGs), which are neuronal circuits able to produce rhythmic motor patterns in an organism

(for swimming, flying, breathing, etc.), even in the absence of sensory input or input from

higher cognitive elements. Their behaviour depends both on the intrinsic properties of the

neurons that form the network, as well as on the properties of the synapses among them

(connectivity, strength, etc.). Inspired by models of the CPG which controls the undulatory
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swimming of the lamprey (e.g. [14], [10]), SCL modules realizing neuromuscular body shape

control were developed. They are based on a connectionist CPG circuit, which is modelled as

a chain of (identical) segmental oscillators, properly interconnected to generate a wave of joint

activation. Each segmental oscillator is formed by two symmetrical sub-networks, which create

oscillations through mutual inhibition. They comprise interneurons and motoneurons, which

are all modelled as leaky integrators. The torque eventually applied to each of the body joints is

determined by the outputs of the corresponding motoneurons, activating a pair of antagonistic

lateral muscles, which are simulated using a spring-and-damper muscle model (Fig. 6). The

characteristics of the motoneuron outputs can be altered by tonic (i.e. non-oscillating) inputs

to the left and right sub-networks of the segmental oscillators [6].

The modules developed for neuronal control in SIMUUN comprise blocks which implement

the basic segmental oscillator units. These are then serially connected by the user to form the

desired CPG circuit, as illustrated in Fig. 7. Both the interneuronal and the intersegmental

connectivities of the CPG are defined using Matlab scripts, to facilitate the investigation of

different architectures, e.g. by using optimisation schemes based on genetic algorithms.

ENVIRONMENT
FORCE MODEL

BODY MECHANICAL MODELjoint
torques

BODY SHAPE CONTROL

LOCOMOTOR CPG SimMechanics

Simulink

MUSCLE MODEL

Figure 6: Neural control-based simulation scheme.

For our simulations with the basic seven-link mechanism, a body CPG comprising 20

segmental oscillators, was constructed. The motoneuron outputs from (roughly) every third
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oscillator were utilized to provide torque signals to the six body joints, through the antagonistic

muscles. Motion in a straight line is obtained by symmetric activation of the two sides of the

body CPG, via equal tonic inputs, while turning motions are instigated by unequal tonic input

to them (Fig. 8). Rapid transition in the motoneuron outputs, when varying the tonic input,

is a key feature for smooth steering of the mechanism, and was found to be closely related to

the type of intersegmental coupling used in the CPG structure. The scheme was successfully

applied to both smooth- and rough-body configurations. Since the CPG-based approach

provides torque signals to the joints, their exact angular motion depends on the mechanical

properties of the segments, as well as on the parameters of the force model used. The resulting

joint angles are therefore quite different from the explicitly defined ones (cf. Figs. 9 and 5).

This fact, along with the non-straightforward interaction between the tonic input level and

the properties of the motoneuron outputs (i.e. frequency and amplitude), renders the precise

tuning of the travelling wave parameters difficult, and highlights the benefits of using SIMUUN

for design purposes.

In the neural control SCL modules, the tonic input signals are provided by external

Simulink blocks, which, for open-loop configurations, are straightforward functions of time

(as in Fig. 8). Alternatively, when implementing closed-loop schemes, the tonic input sig-

nals are provided by custom “controller” blocks developed by the user (one such example

application is presented in section 5).
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4. Application: SimulatingQualitativeCharacteristics

of Undulatory Swimming

This section describes the use of SIMUUN to replicate the fundamental characteristics of

undulatory swimming, through a series of simulations. In particular, the effect of the joint

amplitude A and frequency f of the body travelling wave on swimming velocity and efficiency

is assessed for different body configurations, and the main undulatory gaits are produced.

The seven-link mechanism is coupled to the explicit body shape control module, which makes

use of (3) to generate the propulsive wave, with φlag = 2π/N , Ai = A, and ψ = 0. Using a

simple Matlab script file, the model was run for a range of values for f (up to 4.5Hz) and

A (up to 80◦), with simulations performed for both smooth (with λT = 1, λN = 10) and

rough (with λT = 10, λN = 1) body configurations. Each time, the mean swimming velocity

U was evaluated as the mean rate of displacement for the center of the middle link along

the direction of motion, after the initial transient. Positive U values relate to motion in the

opposite direction of wave propagation (eel-like locomotion), whilst for negative U values, the

body moves in the same direction as the travelling wave (polychaete-like locomotion). The

propulsion efficiency |U/V | (see [15], [16]), was also calculated.
The results are compatible with the predictions in [13], and correlate well with biological

observations. For both body configurations, the velocity U was found to be linearly dependent

on f , which is consistent with data on anguilliform-swimming animals [17], as well as with

the predictions of other analytical approaches [8] and simulations [4]. This renders the U/V

ratio independent of f . Results are then summarized in Fig. 10. In the smooth body case,

U is moderately affected by A, with a distinct maximum appearing for A ' 45◦. In the

rough body case, U shows a greater disparity with regard to the undulation amplitude: for

values of A below ∼ 40◦ the velocities achieved are very small (particularly compared to

the smooth body performance with the same parameters). This is consistent with the slow

swimming speed and low efficiency of polychaete locomotion [18], [16]. However, as A is

further increased, higher U values are attainable with this type of body configuration (at the

expense of significantly increased power requirements).
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Figure 10: (a) Attained velocity and (b) propeller efficiency for the smooth- and rough-body config-
urations.

In order to study the effect of the drag coefficients on U , simulations were performed for a

range of λT and λN values, with f = 1Hz for A = 35
◦ and A = 70◦. Simulations indicated that

for both the smooth- and the rough-body configurations, the attained velocity only depends on

the ratio of the drag coefficients, rather than on their specific values. Results are summarized

in Fig. 11.

Turning motions are obtained by introducing an offset angle ψ 6= 0 in the joint oscillations.
Simulation results, shown in Fig. 12, indicate that turning is more efficient for the smooth,

than for the rough case. During turns in the smooth-body configuration, all links follow the

same mean path, while in rough-body locomotion, the mean path of distal links has a distinct

offset from the mean path traced by the middle link. Additional locomotion gaits (such as

in-place rotation and parallel-parking) have also been implemented using variations of (3) for

the evolution of the joint angles φi. In every case, the direction of motion, both translational

and rotational, is determined by the λN/λT ratio.
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Figure 11: Attained velocities as a function of λN/λT , for two values of the joint amplitude A. Dashed
lines indicate the absolute value of the respective wave velocities V .
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Figure 12: Link trajectories during turning motions, for the smooth- and rough-body configurations,
shown in (a) and (b), respectively. Parameters in (3) were set as Ai = 30

◦, φlag = 51.4◦, ψ = 12◦,
and f = 1 Hz.

5. Application: Simulating Sensor-Based

Neural Control of Undulatory Swimming

This section demonstrates the use of SIMUUN to develop a reactive, sensor-based undulatory

behaviour, by implementing a closed-loop setup in the block diagram layout. The specific

behaviour presented here is inspired by the centering response exhibited by bees: while flying

through narrow gaps, bees tend to fly through the center of the gap, despite their lack of stereo-

scopic vision and their inability to explicitly estimate distance. The hypothesis put forward

is that bees balance the image motion perceived by their two wide field-of-view compound

eyes [19]. This bee behaviour inspired the implementation of reactive centering behaviours

for nonholonomic mobile robots equipped with laser range finders and panoramic cameras.

The corresponding sensor-based control laws employ optical flow information from several

distinct “looking” directions in the entire field of view of the panoramic cameras directly in

the control loop [20]. Adaptation of such sensor-based control schemes to the significantly

more complicated dynamics of undulatory robotic locomotors, using the developed simulation

environment is presented next. The central idea is to balance the weighted sum of the distance

sensor outputs to the left and right sides of the robot.

dR,1

dL,2

dR,2

dL,3

dR,3

dL,4 dL,5

dL,6

dL,7
dL,8

dR,8

dR,7dR,6dR,5dR,4

dL,1

Figure 13: Example configuration of a sensor array for an undulatory mechanism.

For our purposes, the same seven-link undulatory mechanism, coupled to the locomotor

CPG described in Section 3.2.2, is considered. Assuming M pairs of distance sensors (see

13
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Figure 14: SIMUUN block diagram implementing the undulatory centering behaviour.

section 2.4), and denoting dL,j and dR,j (1 ≤ j ≤ M) the outputs for such a sensing array

(Fig. 13), the generic control law to realize the undulatory centering behaviour is then imple-

mented via the tonic input signals applied to the left and right sides (IL and IR, respectively)

of the CPG, so that:

IL(t) = 1− kS(t) and IR(t) = 1 + kS(t), for k > 0 (4)

where the distance metric S(t) is obtained as:

S(t) =
1

MP
j=1

qjdL,j(t)

− 1
MP
j=1

qjdR,j(t)

(5)

The weights qj in (5) determine the relative contribution of the available sensor pairs in

calculating S(t).
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Figure 15: Neural control of the undulatory centering behaviour: trajectory of the head link in the
locomotion environment.

This scheme can achieve the undulatory centering behaviour for both smooth- and rough-

body configurations. The block diagram developed within SIMUUN to implement the CPG-

based undulatory centering behaviour is shown in Fig 14. The sensing array comprised two

sensor pairs, mounted on the head link of the mechanism, and aiming at ±45◦ and ±90◦ with
respect to the link’s main axis. The centering controller based on (4) and (5), was implemented
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Figure 16: Neural control of the undulatory centering behaviour: outputs of the sensing array utilised.
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Figure 17: Neural control of the undulatory centering behaviour: Motoneuron outputs (top) and the
respective tonic inputs (bottom).

using standard Simulink blocks, with the control law parameters set as q1 = q2 = 1 and k =

0.029. A maze-like environment was then created to test the controller, and simulations were

performed using the fluid drag model, assuming a smooth-body configuration for the seven-

link mechanism, with λN/λT = 10. Results, shown in Figs. 15-17, demonstrate the successful

application of the sensor-based, neural control scheme to implement this particular undulatory

behaviour, the development of which was greatly facilitated by the Simulink framework of

SIMUUN.
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6. Application: Replicating Biological Data

of Undulatory Swimming

This section demonstrates how SIMUUN allows the replication of biological data for organisms

locomoting by undulations, thus becoming a useful tool both for the analysis of such data,

and for designing new related biological experiments.

Simulations were set up based on the detailed biological data from filmed sequences of

swimming of the Anguilla anguilla eel, which are provided in [17]. A biomechanical eel model

has been constructed, comprising 20 links, of equal length and cylindrical in shape, to reflect

the analysis framework in [17], and incorporating the biometric measurements reported therein

(total body length L = 22 cm, and total mass M = 13 g). The Reynolds number for the

reported eel swimming kinematics is around Re ' 3 · 104, thus validating the use of the
fluid drag model in the simulations; the drag coefficients were calculated using (2) and set

to λN = 0.5 kg/m and λT = 0.01 kg/m. The explicit joint angle control scheme is used to

generate the travelling wave in the developed eel model.
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Figure 18: Amplitude profiles (left) and body contour plots (right) for simulations of forward and
backward eel swimming. Body points refer to the endpoints of the eel sections considered in [17].

Two simulation runs are presented here, corresponding to two of the representative eel

swimming sequences analyzed in [17] (one for forward, and one for backward propulsion).

From the pool of biological data for the two selected sequences, the reported frequencies and

maximal angles between segments, along with the body contour plots provided, were used

to set the parameters f, Ai and φlag in (3). Results were then evaluated by comparing the

attained velocities and body amplitude profiles obtained in simulation, against the correspond-

ing measurements in [17]. For both the forward and the backwards sequences, a very good

match has been obtained (Fig. 18). A number of additional observations made in [17], on the
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eel swimming kinematics and their relation to body shape and mass distribution (regarding,

for example, the orientation changes of the head), can also be reproduced with the presented

model.

7. Conclusions

The simulation environment presented in this report aims to facilitate the study of undulatory

locomotion principles, both in biological organisms and in related robotic implementations.

Further extensions to SIMUUN will include the expansion to three-dimensional mechanisms

and motions (which is made possible by the built-in support of SimMechanics for 3D models),

the incorporation of additional models for the interaction of the undulatory mechanism with

its environment, and the expansion of the developed segmental oscillators. Related resources

(papers, videos, experiments, etc.) regarding applications of SIMUUN can be found at the

Web site www.ics.forth.gr/bioloch.
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